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	Colorectal cancer is the second-leading cause of cancer-related death in the Western World. This Second Edition analyzes the genetics, mechanisms, and development of colorectal carcinoma and supplies the latest research and recommendations on the detection, treatment, and prevention of malignancies of the colon, rectum, and anus.
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Everyday Scripting with Ruby: For Teams, Testers, and YouPragmatic Bookshelf, 2007
Are you a tester who spends more time manually creating complex test data than using it? A business analyst who seemingly went to college all those years so you can spend your days copying data from reports into spreadsheets? A programmer who can't finish each day's task without having to scan through version control system output, looking for the...
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Apple Pro Training Series: OS X Lion Support Essentials: Supporting and Troubleshooting OS X LionPeachpit Press, 2011


	This book is based on the same criteria that are used for Apple’s official

	training course, Lion 101: OS X Support Essentials 10.7, an in-depth

	exploration of troubleshooting on OS X Lion. It serves as a self-paced

	tour of the breadth of functionality of Lion and the best methods for

	effectively supporting users of Lion...
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Photographic Possibilities, Third Edition: The Expressive Use of Equipment, Ideas, Materials, and ProcessesFocal Press, 2008
Photographic Possibilities, Third Edition is a marvelously updated resource of innovative and traditional photographic processes that imagemakers have come to trust and depend on to enhance their technical knowledge, create astonishing pictures, and raise their visual consciousness. 



This concise and reliable handbook provides...
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Electrical Transport in Nanoscale SystemsCambridge University Press, 2008

	This graduate textbook provides an in-depth description of the transport phenomena relevant to systems of nanoscale dimensions. The different theoretical approaches are critically discussed, with emphasis on their basic assumptions and approximations. The book also covers information content in the measurement of currents, the role of initial...
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Essential CG Lighting Techniques with 3ds Max, Second Edition (Focal Press Visual Effects and Animation)Focal Press, 2006

	Lighting is the one thing that makes or breaks any CG environment. This inspirational book and DVD give you everything you need to create convincing CG lightin; from the concepts and theoretical aspects to the techniques and tricks that are essential in a production environment. The stunning color illustrations throughout the book illustrate...
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Justice in Oral Health Care: Ethical & Educational Perspectives (Marquette Studies in Philosophy)Marquette University Press, 2006

	Oral health is an intrinsic part of overall health. The mouth is part of the digestive and respiratory systems; it is essential to spoken communication and facial expression; in fact, toothaches are among the most severe and hence debilitating kinds of pain that a person can suffer. The economic cost of dental disease is staggering, equaling...
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